CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“MDIGDAYWGMFMZMFFNGDCGP
YWMMHWAUKGUAGLGMDLYWG
ZRPFRANH, NFNDZNPMMHNGDMKCGPJ
A.” — VGTKNJGBPMD

Previous Solution: “Fear nothing. Do what you want to do, but be educated and intelligent and confident about it.” — Idris Elba
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“CWTKYLJCNRY ‘PNKNDRGBJRG
UJVNRMGGMKWGITKGEPNKNRY
CLTAGVVNTRJXJMHGRKZLGTAIZ
PJLGGTL.” — YLGYYKTXJRM

Previous Solution: “Photography is truth. The cinema is truth twenty-four times per second.” — Jean-Luc Godard
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“WCFPFTPFTIMWMHPOIFYWM
EFEMPDFSNSXCMWMVPTXCR,TSG
RMO‘AFVMWMCTAFZMOPTVF.”
— UTLFYBMSVCMBF

Previous Solution: “Photographing ‘Citizen Kane’ was indeed the most exciting professional adventure of my career.” — Gregg Toland
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“‘BJWFFJPYIWHPTT’SBTFLP
RWITFVZGEXWPFFLBWKWKWU
BGPIWHB...WFSBTBSEUKPIROJ
PNYPWPUHP.” — PGGBUOPJJOVCW

Previous Solution: “The best thing that young filmmakers should do is to get hold of a camera and... make a movie of any kind.” — Stanley Kubrick
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